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BILL #F2018-011

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY, INC. THAT:

WHEREAS: Qendresa Hajra has expressed interest in serving the students of Montclair State University and;

WHEREAS: I have met with Qendresa multiple times in regards to the creation of the position of Director of Sustainability and discussed the duties and responsibilities for said position and;

WHEREAS: I have found Qendresa Hajra to be prepared and fully qualified for this position.

BE IT RESOLVED THAT: Qendresa Hajra is appointed to the position of Director of Sustainability for the 2018-2019 school year

Submitted By:
Serafina R. Genise
SGA President
October 3rd, 2018
BILL #F2018-012

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY, INC. THAT:

WHEREAS: Andrew Lyons has expressed interest in serving the students of Montclair State University and;

WHEREAS: SGA Treasurer, Heather A. Francis, has met with Andrew in regards to the position of Financial Clerk to discuss the duties and responsibilities for said position and;

WHEREAS: Heather has found Andrew Lyons to be prepared and fully qualified for this position.

BE IT RESOLVED THAT: Andrew Lyons is appointed to the position of Financial Clerk for the 2018-2019 school year

Submitted By:
Serafina R. Genise
SGA President
October 3rd, 2018

Endorsed By:
Heather A. Francis
SGA Treasurer
October 3rd, 2018
BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY, INC THAT:

WHEREAS: MSU Pre-Dental Club, a class IV organization of the Student Government Association Inc, would like to co sponsor with Montclair State Dietetics Organization “Make A Wich, Give a Wich” on Saturday, November 17th, 2018 from 11:00 AM to 1:00 PM in the Student Center Cafe and;

WHEREAS: This event will be for preparing packaged meals to donate to the less fortunate and;

WHEREAS: This event is open to any undergraduate students and there will not be a fee to get in.

BE IT RESOLVED THAT: MSU Pre-Dental Club receives $5.00 from matching funds to cover the cost of this event. Breakdown is attached.

Submitted By:
Andrew Lyons
SGA Legislator
October 5, 2018

Breakdown:

Supplies: $10.00

Total: $10.00

SGA Pays: $5.00

MSU Pre-Dental Club: $5.00
BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY, INC THAT:

WHEREAS: MSU Pre-Dental Club, a class IV organization of the Student Government Association Inc, would like to host "Toothbrush Painting" on Wednesday, October 17th, 2018 from 3:00 PM to 4:30 PM in the University Hall 2025 and;

WHEREAS: This event will aim to improve manual dexterity and have fun while painting and;

WHEREAS: This event is open to any undergraduate students and there will not be a fee to get in.

BE IT RESOLVED THAT: MSU Pre-Dental Club receives $30.00 from matching funds to cover the cost of this event. Breakdown is attached.

Submitted By:
Andrew Lyons
SGA Legislator
October 5, 2018

Breakdown:

Supplies: $30.00

Food: $30

Total: $60.00

SGA Pays: $30.00

MSU Pre-Dental Club: $30.00
BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY, INC THAT:

WHEREAS: MSU Pre-Dental Club, a class IV organization of the Student Government Association Inc., would like to host "Sending Smiles To The Homeless" on Wednesday, November 7th, 2018 from 4:30 PM to 5:15 PM in the Student Center Room 415 and;

WHEREAS: This event will be for preparing oral care kits to donate to a shelter and;

WHEREAS: This event is open to any undergraduate students and there will not be a fee to get in.

BE IT RESOLVED THAT: MSU Pre-Dental Club receives $55.00 from matching funds to cover the cost of this event. Breakdown is attached.

Submitted By:  
Andrew Lyons  
SGA Legislator  
October 5, 2018

Breakdown:

Supplies: $110.00

Total: $110.00

SGA Pays: $55.00

MSU Pre-Dental Club: $55.00
BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY, INC THAT:

WHEREAS: Montclair Unified Filipino American Student Association, a class II organization of the Student Government Association Inc, would like to host "Big And Little Reveal/Hapunan" on Wednesday, November 7th, 2018 from 7:00 PM to 10:00 PM in the Student Center Ballrooms and;

WHEREAS: This event will reveal who the bigs are to the new members while enjoying food and;

WHEREAS: This event is open to any undergraduate students and there will not be a fee to get in.

BE IT RESOLVED THAT: Montclair Unified Filipino American Student Association receives $250.00 from matching funds to cover the cost of this event. Breakdown is attached.

Submitted By:
Andrew Lyons
SGA Legislator
October 6, 2018

Breakdown:

Food: $400.00
Decorations: $100.00

Total: $500.00

SGA Pays: $250.00

Montclair Unified Filipino American Student Association: $250.00
BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY, INC. THAT:

WHEREAS: The Student Government Association Inc. would like to host a contest for a replacement logo and;

WHEREAS: The purpose of this contest is to update the old logo in order to brand the SGA Inc. better to the campus community and;

WHEREAS: The competition is open to any undergraduate fee paying students and there will be a prize up to a $50 value for the winner of the contest.

BE IT RESOLVED THAT: The Student Government Association Inc. holds the contest from October 19th, 2018 to November 16th, 2018, and that the funds for this prize will be taken from the Publicity line.

Submitted By:
Serafina R. Genise
SGA President
October 8th, 2018

Endorsed By:
Jillian D. Royal
SGA Secretary
October 8th, 2018
BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY, INC. THAT:

WHEREAS: The Student Government Association Inc. would like to purchase sustainable lockers to be housed in the newly acquired space in Student Center, room 110, which has been designated as the Student Organization Resource Center (SORC) and;

WHEREAS: The lockers will be used for Class II through IV Organizations to temporarily and semi-permanently store their items.

BE IT RESOLVED THAT: The Student Government Association Inc. receives $14,036.25 from unappropriated surplus in order to purchase sustainable lockers.

Submitted By:
Serafina R. Genise
SGA President
October 8th, 2018

Endorsed By:
Heather A. Francis
SGA Treasurer
October 5th, 2018

Jillian D. Royal
SGA Secretary
October 5th, 2018

Monique O. Ilukonokhalumhe
Director of Class II Organizations
October 5th, 2018

Joseph A. Scarpa
Director of Class III Organizations
October 5th, 2018

Ruthie P. Nguyentran
Director of Class IV Organizations
October 5th, 2018

Breakdown:
Lockers: $8,136.25
Installation: $4,000
Shipping: $1,900
BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY, INC. THAT:

WHEREAS: Eduardo Martinez has expressed interest in serving the students of Montclair State University and;

WHEREAS: SGA Secretary, Jillian D. Royal, has met with Eduardo in regards to the position of Clerk to discuss the duties and responsibilities for said position and;

WHEREAS: Jillian has found Eduardo Martinez to be prepared and fully qualified for this position.

BE IT RESOLVED THAT: Eduardo Martinez is appointed to the position of Clerk for the 2018-2019 school year

Submitted By:  
Serafina R. Genise  
SGA President  
October 8th, 2018

Endorsed By:  
Jillian D. Royal  
SGA Secretary  
October 8th, 2018
BILL #F2018-021

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY, INC. THAT:

WHEREAS: Tamer Abedrabbo has expressed interest in serving the students of Montclair State University and;

WHEREAS: I have met with Tamer in regards to the position of Associate Justice to discuss the duties and responsibilities for said position and;

WHEREAS: I have found Tamer Abedrabbo to be prepared and fully qualified for this position.

BE IT RESOLVED THAT: Tamer Abedrabbo is appointed to the position of Associate Justice for the Fall 2018 semester.

Submitted By:
Serafina R. Genise
SGA President
October 11th, 2018
BILL #F2018-022

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY, INC. THAT:

WHEREAS: Eric Jackson has expressed interest in serving the students of Montclair State University and;

WHEREAS: I have met with Eric in regards to the position of Associate Justice to discuss the duties and responsibilities for said position and;

WHEREAS: I have found Eric Jackson to be prepared and fully qualified for this position.

BE IT RESOLVED THAT: Eric Jackson is appointed to the position of Associate Justice for the Fall 2018 semester.

Submitted By:
Serafina R. Genise
SGA President
October 11th, 2018
BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY INC. THAT;

WHEREAS: MSU History Club would like to recharter as a class III organization under the SGA and;

WHEREAS: MSU History Club would be a great benefit to the MSU community and;

WHEREAS: MSU History Club would like to receive a charter for the spring 2019 to fall 2020 time period.

BE IT RESOLVED THAT: MSU History Club receives a charter from spring 2019 to fall 2020 time period.

Submitted by,
Primo Davis
SGA President Pro Tempore
October 12th 2018
BILL #F2018-024

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY INC. THAT;

WHEREAS: Montclair State University Spanish Club would like to charter as a class III organization under the SGA and;

WHEREAS: Montclair State University Spanish Club would be a great benefit to the MSU community and;

WHEREAS: Montclair State University Spanish Club would like to receive a charter for the spring 2019 to fall 2020 time period.

BE IT RESOLVED THAT: Montclair State University Spanish Club receives a charter from spring 2019 to fall 2020 time period.

Submitted by,
Primo Davis
SGA President Pro Tempore
October 12th 2018
I. CALL TO ORDER

Meeting is called to order at 3:00 PM.

II. ROLL CALL

Roll call was done by President Pro Tempore, Primo.

III. ACCEPTANCE OF MINUTES

Arianna motioned to make a friendly amendment, in which to replace a period with a question mark.
Amendment passed.

Correction:

Arianna: (Point of Information) The legislative copy would be the one coming from Government and Administrations?

Minutes have been accepted.

IV. ADMINISTRATIVE REPORTS

Mariel: Hello, my name is Mariel, Director of the Center for Student Involvement. No major reports, other than we have registered over four-hundred students to register to vote, we have been getting a lot of inquiries of student groups, or individual students who want to find out how they can help. Specifically, this week we have been getting phone calls of students asking where they can get registered. So, to our HawkSync page we are going to add an additional resource, called BallotReady.org it is awesome, you can put in your zip code and it will tell you what is on your specific ballot. So, for those towns that have mayors, or this or that, it will have all those candidates information available.

V. OFFICER REPORTS

Joe: Please raise your right hand and repeat after me. “I state your name do solemnly swear that I will faithfully execute the office of legislator of the Student Government Association of Montclair State University, Incorporated and that I will to the best of my ability uphold the constitution of Student Government.” Congratulations.

James and Tyshaun sworn in to the position of legislators by Joe.

Jillian: Hello, I just want to update on the Marketing and Publicity that I have done and I will continue doing for the remainder of October. So, at the beginning of the month it was Homecoming week so there was a repost everyday from the SLAM just letting the students know of everything going on during the week. Following that, next week starting Sunday through the rest of the week until Friday, will be information on Breast Cancer Awareness, I worked with the Marketing and Publicity Committee to help acquire some thoughts into that, so that our students are well educated as October is Breast Cancer Awareness Month. It will be starting on Sunday because the SGA will be co-sponsoring with another one of our Class One organizations for the Breast Cancer Awareness Walk which will be taking place from
twelve to three, if anyone is available and wants to attend, following that on Saturday night we will be publicizing Project M which Monica will speak about later on. And, the end of the month will be culminated by our trip to St. Louis, from Thursday to Sunday, so I am looking forward to lots of pictures on our Instagram Stories about that. 

Emma: My report, we actually don’t have much right now, Joe kind of covered a lot of the things we are working on, um, so you will get more in programming so, I have nothing, (inaudible) Once again, if you are not in the GroupMe group chat please make sure to come see me after. Ty and James and anyone else that is not in it, or has not been receiving any notifications for their committee, etc. You all should be serving on two committees, most of you should know that by now, um, some of you have not picked a second committee, I need to know after this meeting what your second committee is going to be. Um, and again you all did really great on being on time today, but we still had people last minute notifying that they were not going to be at the meeting, again we understand life comes up and there are those emergencies, not allowing you to let us know twenty-four hours in advance but anything else we need to know twenty-four hours in advance. It is the only way we can properly inform each other about who is not going to be here, so we are not all questioning “Why this person is not here?” etc. So please if you are not going to be here or coming late, let us know twenty-four hours in advance because after the ten minute mark you will count as a committee absence, and two committee absences equals, um one legislative absence. So, please at the ten minute mark with no notification, no call, no nothing, it is going to be a committee absence. Everyone clear about that? Everyone was really good about attending their committees. All the chairs will be trained tomorrow fully, we have eight of the ten chairs trained right now. You probably all saw a smoother meeting that happened, an agenda for the meeting, there should have been. Any questions about how committee meetings should run? Ok, cool now moving into Cabinet Reports. 

VI. CABINET REPORTS 

David: Good Afternoon everyone my name is David, I am the director of Class One Organizations here, uh, just a little update on my organizations, with financial grace period ending, I have gotten a lot of feedback from a lot of the class orgs they have taken advantage of that grace period and gotten a lot of paperwork in, especially in events like now or just like in the future. Just so they won’t have to deal with it, so they just kind of relax a little bit. So, last week I also had my director meeting on October 2nd, we kind of went over a similar agenda, a pretty-short agenda, um we ran over how monthly reports are supposed to be submitted and what they have to fill out and what is requested of them, um also, just a little confusions with the accreditation point sheet have been, um, kind of like resolved, so I kind of went over that with them. So, I had three guest speakers, Emma who came in to talk about the organization goal and to like promote for the organizations to share, you know with their general body to kind of create a routine and to just kind of have fun. And then we had Heather come in who talked about the applications that include waivers and how we know what organizations have to do, when they have an event that has any food, and um dining services would like to see on those food waivers. And lastly, we had representatives from the Center of Civic Engagement talk about the importance of voting, and so we have the Attorney General over here and kind of had them scan the QR code, to redirect them to the form to vote. Other than that, that is all I have for today.

Ruthy: Good Afternoon everybody my name is Ruthy and I am the Class Four Director and, um for the Class Four Organizations they have been very responsive, I gave them my phone number and they text me all the time, which is great I love it. Anytime they come up with events or questions they are never hesitant to ask, which I am glad I can help them with that. My last meeting, event though four out of my
sixe Class Fours came, um Heather came in to speak and Mariel Pagan also went to speak, they were engaging, asking questions. So yeah, a few of my Class Four Orgs are planning bake sales for the semester and a few other events, so yeah.

Brenda: Hi, everyone, if you do not know me already my name is Brenda, and I am the Director of Academic Affairs, my position entails that I serve as a liason for the university and the SGA, um, in terms of Academics, and one of my main goals in this position was to kind of create a line of communication with the DRC (Disabilities Resource Center). This past monday, I met with the assistant director and we discussed issues within those students of that population, um, face. AS of now, we have some ideas and plans that are currently in the planning phase, but once everything is set in stone and ready to go, I will bring everything back to the legislature. Um, one thing I do want to share with everyone that they shared with me is an event that DRC is working with the Office of Social Justice and Diversity, for their Diversity Week, um and that starts on October 22 and ends October 26, and you can find the information of HawkSync if you would like to know more information, but on October 25th there will be a panel, do not forget about us, college students with disabilities and I think this is a great way to sit and listen about some of our concerns and issues that the student population experiences.

Ruthy: (Point of Information) Can you just repeat the day of the panel?

Brenda: I know it is going to take place on October 25th, but I do not have the time.

Sarah “Meatboy”: Hello, for those who do not know my name is Meatboy, or Sarah, I am the Director for Social Justice and Diversity, um Happy Coming Out Week everyone! Our office has been hard at work this week in order to pull out some really fun events, um, in celebration of coming out week. Tomorrow is actually a National Coming Out Day, so we will be in the Quad from twelve to five, just celebrating coming out, you can contribute to a really cool, um, art piece that we have, you can make your own little art piece, grab some buttons, pens and stuff like that. Today we actually have Cutie Pop Open Mic Night, um, for queer and trans people of color, uh, that will be from six to eight in Dickson, Room 177. That is that huge lecture hall when you walk straight in, I will be hosting so come say hi, sit there, chill out, watch some people perform. Um, we are just highlighting the voices of queer and trans people voices of color so, if you are white and want to come, you are more than welcome, just do not come on the stage. On Friday we are also having Gayme Night, we are just going to play some fun board games in the office that is also from five to seven and then we are cosponsoring with WAM, um, for the showing of Love Simon, which will be showing from seven to nine, and also on Saturday the same time, I am not really confident on when it is on Saturday, but, um. SO we are co sponsoring that, so if you want to play some board games and then go catch a movie with us, we will be doing that. So, yeah that is all that is going on for Coming Out week, um I have been talking with Jill, the assistant Director for the Office of Social Justice and Diversity about bringing back the multicultural council, um because Jill was like we want students that are passionate about multiculturalism and diversity and who are even in a lot of these multicultural organizations to come together and come up with ideas and plans of action or anything like that. (inaudible) We are also during a cultural blast during diversity week, where we can also hand out flyers, we also only have five orgs sign up so far, so if you have any organizations that you know might want to sign up and display their culture and multiculturalism and want to educate those student population about that, definitely tell them to sign up.

Monica: Ok, hi everyone my name is Monica Morgan, I am the President of SLAM, traditionally we have always had M-GLOW in the spring semester, which is the paint party, splatter people in paint and play
This year we are changing it to Project M which allows us to have more inclusiveness, if you choose to have paint on you, it is body paint, distributed to anyone who buys a general ticket for ten dollars, you can also pay for a V.I.P. ticket, which there are only two left for a professional to paint your body, basically we need volunteers to help build the stage, that is going to be what volunteers who apply for event production will be doing. We would greatly appreciate it if you go to HawkSync under Student Portal, under forms you will find it down there, um, I am also going to hand out some of these (flyers) for you to hand out to your organizations or keep for yourself, or give to anyone who might be interested.

Rebecca: (Point of Information) So, I bought V.I.P. tickets among with my roommate and we just want to know how it is going to work?

Monica: Ok, so we are going to have V.I.P. passes for you all to pick up, the date is not confirmed yet. On the back of the V.I.P. pass there will be a time for you to go and get painted and pick whatever you want, also you can get pizza with that as well.

Arianna: (Point of Information) I know that in years past, if you volunteered you did not have to buy a ticket to also attend the event. Is that the same this year?

Monica: Yes, but if you have already paid for the tickets we cannot refund you the ticket.

Legislator: (Point of Clarification) Where do you buy the tickets?

Monica: So, if you go to @slam_msu on Twitter or Instagram the link in our bio redirects you to EventBrite.

Carla: (Point of Information) When is the event, this Saturday?

Monica: Saturday, October 20.

Legislator: (Point of Clarification) What is the attire, because I know MGLOW was white?

Monica: Whatever you want. BEcause it is body paint if you want to show off your legs, wear shorts, if you want to show off your arms, wear tank tops, whatever you want to do. There will be blacklight too so if you want to do white attire that is totally fine to.

VII. COMMITTEE REPORTS

Chavin: Uh, hello I am Chavin, I am currently the Interim Chair but as soon as we have the elections I will be Chair of the Committee. We are still very small, only three members, if anybody wants to join that committee that would be really excellent. We need new ideas. We spent the last couple meetings brainstorming on the objectives we would like to have this semester, and this past meeting we started working past our big project setting up a Department Fair kind of the same concept as the Org Fair but for the academic departments on campus. People who are looking to change majors, undeclared students and such. That is mostly it.

Legislator: (Point of Clarification) Where do you guys meet every Monday?

Chavin: The SGA Conference Room.
Jillian: (Point of Clarification) Have you reached out to University College because I know we have Academic Exploration Week to see if they have some ideas, or so that you do not put on the same programming?

Chavin: We are certainly aware of it and it is certainly on our agenda to reach out to them. Have we done it yet? No, we have not.

James: (Point of Clarification) What time do you meet on Monday?

Chavin: 11:30 AM.

Andrew: Hi, I am Andrew Lyons and I am going to tell you a bit about what we talked about during our meeting, if you look at your, um, iPads you can see bills 13-16 are stuff that we talked about, mainly it was funding, which is stuff we are going to vote on next week. (inaudible) We just talked about the process of these bills, and yeah we just talked about that stuff and, um, that's about it.

Legislator: I am the Secretary for the Dining committee, we kind of just went over details about our ideas and then we started approaching which two ideas we would like to tackle first, to kind of move forward in the right direction, then rather work on everything at once.

Emma: (Point of Clarification) What were those two ideas, if you do not mind sharing?

Legislator: One of them was to try to extend the hours of breakfast for Freeman and Sam’s, uh, whether it be until noon or one or something like that. Or an all-day breakfast type of thing, more options than just cereal. The other one was to have non-dairy creamers, in the SGA office as well.

Jillian: (Point of Clarification) Did you check the creamers in the SGA Office?

Legislator: This wasn’t my idea.

Emma: (Point of Clarification) They had come to us and we let them know we do have a non-dairy creamer, however there is no other type of substitute besides that. So, that is what they are working on.

Gerard: Hi, so, um we had kind of a very impromptu meeting on Tuesday which is when our meetings are. So, Sarah had messaged me because at the time I was Interim Chair, somethings that she wanted to talk about (inaudible) So, she texted me and then and one of the main things that was on that list was forms, so we looked at if the forms are truly inclusive and anything that could be non-inclusive about the way forms are handled just throughout the campus, and when Jenay was talking she made a very good point her ethnicity forms they just let you be one of them, sometimes that's not the case (inaudible) and we came up with ideas on how to change the form sections like ethnicity or race, cause that way it is more inclusive and that way people do not feel forced to put something that is not correct, especially since these are demographies, they are there for a reason. So, that is basically what we spent the majority of our time doing.

Gerard: So, Marketing and Publicity, that was a very good meeting we had a guest speaker, Jillian, came and spoke with us at our meeting, she helped us go through a couple initiatives. I had set up some
initiatives, we added some initiatives, uh, we talked about what we are going to do for the crest competition, as well as the ideas we had last time on the Information on the Association. And, um, we formally invited for next week Officer Amanda Rusticus to come in as well as the co sponsorships she is doing with the SGA we wanted to support her on our marketing/publicity level, so we added that to our initiatives. We spoke about what exactly our initiatives are. I adjourned the meeting with telling everyone to come up with ideas for everything for it, that way we can put it together and start writing whatever bills we may need.

Jack: Hey, so, I am Jack for those who do not know me I am the Chair for Government and Administration committee, yesterday we selected a permanent secretary, and we also did several revisions to the constitution, we are making progress so far. And, the deadline is October 26, um so put that in your calendar, but the committee as a whole is on track. If you are interested in constitution stuff please join we need more voices.

Primo: Hello, everyone my name is Primo Davis, so our last meeting was extremely successful, I had just ran out of a meeting with Emma about how a club becomes an organization, which is a multistep process, which is a lot to do, I have a singular sheet of paper, if you would like to pass it around. So, we basically went over the entire process as a collective and there are 66 organizations on campus and I checked today as of this morning there are 27 due to be chartered, and that deadline is coming up and I would say five or six have reached out to us, which is alarming. We really need to get on top of that so we will be sending out a blast email working with them, to make sure that all of our organizations stay organizations. And then as of this upcoming week since we have not had our meeting yet, we will be talking about a mock presentation, we will also be going over the accreditation scores and how they affect their stand in the SGA. We meet Thursdays from five to six o’clock in the evening. So, feel free to join us.

Angela: Hello, everyone I am the chair of Res Life and during our meeting on Monday we discussed common issues such as A/Cs, plumbing, elevator malfunctions as of right we are trying to contact all the coordinators and try to send out a mass email and try to see exactly what is going on with these common issues. (inaudible) We do not have any bills yet. Um, we also have to discuss or agenda from last week, (inaudible) so far we only have five members so if interested we meet every Monday at the SGA Conference Room at eight in the evening.

Fritz: Hello, good afternoon, as Emma said I am the Chair of Student Affairs, and um for last week's meeting we were so productive we spoke a lot about what we were going to do, and get our structure ready. So, um for last week's meeting we targeted several areas including: commuters, parking, police and campus safety, medical attention, benefit and ideas that would attract our students as well. And, hopefully next week we can discuss the disability access, our goal for this committee is to simply gather information right now by the time we have several ideas is then we will choose what is most realistic and work with it. Ok, so for this week we are still in the process of gathering this information and our main target right now is parking since, because since a lot of us in the committee talked about the issues we have with the parking process. Since, most of my committee members are so active they also came up with the idea of adding committee attire. It is an idea that we are still thinking about but we will get back with more solid details on this.

Ty: (Point of Clarification) When do you meet again?

Fritz: We meet on Mondays from nine to ten in the evening in the SGA conference room.
Elshama: At Sustainability, first we went over grindstone ideas, our last meeting when we went over these ideas, and besides we went over them to see which ones are the most valuable (inaudible) Kind of seeing which ones we can work and kind of moving forward next week with those ideas. We also have a limited number of members so if anyone wants to join us we meet on Thursday from 4-5 PM.

VIII. PROGRAM
Emma: Alright, I have a couple things for you guys today. The first thing we are going to do so I do not forget is we have the Sustainability Committee that's been active so we need somebody to make it official now.

Arianna: (Point of Information) Would this be an Ad Hoc Committee?

Emma: Correct.

_Arianna motioned to make Sustainability and Ad Hoc Committee. Motion passed with ⅔ majority vote._

Emma: Conference, I am going to mention it briefly you all should have received two emails, one email should have been from the fortieth anniversary student government conference, it was kind of formal it was a different color the font, so all of you going to St. Louis should have received this email to your personal Montclair account, if you have not I am going to mention for you to see me after because it is very important they ask for your shirt sizes and other bits of information, so you know it. And the other email should have been from the Treasurer’s office today, which is Heather, it is a form that you all have to fill out regarding rooming assignments, um you know having personal information, just making sure you have insurance, in case anything happens we want to make sure we got you all covered. You only receive the emails if you are going to the conference. The next thing I want to talk about the processes of the committees, I have you all know this is something that has been brought up in the chair trainings, you do not have to have that committee in that room, so if you want to go out and do some field work, you are going out and talking to some people, you are getting some information or data, that is totally okay, I just need to know. So, I am not going to look for you in the room and you not be there. I will typically spend fifteen minutes going over the administrative assignments we should be doing in the conference room and then move out for the other forty-five minutes.If that is how you are going to utilize your committee to the best of your ability then, um you have that go ahead. If you like to survey, and would like to survey the community on X, Y and Z you can also have that ability, you just have to write a bill. Letting all the chairs know, if it is a sample or an initiative, come to me and we are going to do some additional training for the chairs. Those are two things you are one-hundred percent able to do. If you come across someone that knows you are apart of the SGA and they tell you “Oh, I have this great idea.” Go to the montclair.edu website, hear it out first and then tell them to submit a proposal, so it can be formal and we can really grab that idea and turn it into something. Because if they say it in passing, I promise you are going to forget. We want to make sure when people are communicating to us these issues about campus that we are actually listening to them, so have them submit a proposal to the montclair.edu website Student Government Association, that's where they are going to Find the Legislative Branch, Contact Us.

IX. UNFINISHED BUSINESS

X. NEW BUSINESS
BILL #F2018-011: Director of Sustainability Hajra Appointment moved into Government and Administration committee.
BILL #F2018-012: Financial Clerk Lyons Assignment moved into Government and Administration committee.
BILL #F2018-013: MSU Pre-Dental Club: Make a Wich, Give a Wich into Appropriations committee.
BILL #F2018-014: MSU Pre-Dental Club: Toothbrush Painting into Appropriations committee.
BILL #F2018-015: MSU Pre-Dental Club: Sending Smiles To The Homeless into Appropriations committee.
BILL #F2018-016: MUFASA: Big and Little Reveal into Appropriations committee.
BILL #F2018-017: SGA Crest Contest into Marketing and Publicity committee.
BILL #F2018-018: SGA Student Organization Resource Center Lockers into Appropriations committee.
BILL #F2018-019: SGA Clerk Martinez Appointment moved into Government and Administration committee.

Emma: The typical process in which organizations gets a bill with matching funds, (inaudible) which right now is kind of wonky, because we have financial grace periods for the organizations which allows them to submit a bill close to them having an event. Next week we will have some dates, and we will be going over why that happened. However, today since it is a necessity we are going to have to write a bill on the floor, and then we are going to have to motion to consider it because NASO is having an event this Sunday and we are going to go over in detail why this happened.

Legislator motioned to write a bill on the floor. Motion clearly passes.

**Elshama motioned to consider this bill.**
**Elshama motioned to consider this bill.**

**BILL #F2018-020**
**Committee Report:** Presented on floor. Arianna motioned to discharge committee. ¾ majority vote, committee was discharged.
**Appropriations:** 3/1/0
**Author’s Report:** Arianna motioned to return to Author’s report. Motion was seconded. Chavin made a motion to change “our organization” to “this organization”. Amendment was adopted. Arianna motioned to return to Author’s report. Motion was seconded. Arianna motioned to change the third whereas to “this amendment is open to all undergraduate students and will cost $5 for MSU students and $6 for non-MSU students”. Amendment for the fees were adopted.
**Questions for the Author:** No questions
**Organization Report:** Native African Student Organization, requesting $60.00 for the remaining balance of their security cost.
**Questions for the Organization:** None.
**Debate and Discussion:** Arianna made a point of information, as to why it was written on the floor. Emma answered, with the issue of the financial grace period. They submitted the appropriate bill late last night. Arianna made another point of information, asking if the organization had the proper funds in their account to cover this, Emma Rush Vice-President answered “Yes”. Arianna made a point of information, what was the total cost of the event. Arianna made a statement, According to the financial policy in a document, they are not charging enough to non-MSU students.”
Arianna motioned to not consider this bill at the time. Bill was not to be considered at that time.

Arianna motioned to reconsider BILL #F2018-020.

Andrew motioned to change the price for non-MSU students from $6 to $7. ⅔ majority vote, amendment adopted.

Jillian made a point of clarification asking how will those attending the event be notified of the price change, organization representative answered with “changes can be done to the flyer”.

**BILL PASSES WITH A ⅔ MAJORITY VOTE.**

**XI. OPEN FORUM**

Emma; If you have not yet decided your two committees you are seeing me after. If you had not received an email for the conference see me after the meeting.

Arianna: This Friday, October 12 there is a fundraiser for the non-profit I sit on, all the funds will either go to our beneficiary, who is not yet picked, or goes to us putting on the show to make money for the beneficiary, so if you are around on Friday, please go to Panera on Bloomfield Ave, Montclair. It is from 4-8 PM. I am going to send the flyer in the GroupMe so you all can have it. Or I can send it earlier whatever you guys want, please send it to literally everyone you know the more people that can attend the better. And I would greatly appreciate it.

Legislator: The (inaudible) is putting on a Rocky Horror Picture Show next week, that's the eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth, we have 8PM shows and midnight shows. It is free, so come out and support if you want. It is in the RedHawk Nest, please make sure to come early as the lines do get long.

Emma: It is really nice, You all should come it could be a nice little legislative activity. I will definitely be coming to that.

Joe: Deadline to register to vote in New Jersey is October 16, so anyone who has not registered yet you can come and speak to me and I will be happy to help you out.

David: (Point of Information) When is there going to be the next Town Hall?

Emma: It will be discussed at the Class Directors meeting next week.

Primo: If anybody has nothing to do Thursday or Friday there will be a free concert at University Center at 7 PM, if you would like to go it is awesome and very nice.

Arianna: (Point of Information) Town Hall is mainly for the Student Organizations, is it open for legislators to observe, or no?
Emma: The Town Halls are identical to this (Student Government Legislature Meetings) but there are 60 seats for them all to participate in. There may be open seats in the back but however there discussion is limited to the organizations.

Legislator; (Point of Information) The week that everyone is in St. Louis, are there any committee meetings still going on or are they cancelled.

Emma: You will be excused from the committee meetings, however if every single person is in the conference. Then the committee meeting will be excuse and moved forward to next week. We will be having a meeting for the conference next Wednesday after the SGA meeting, to get all the logistics but you will get mostly all of the information through emails right now. We will have a meeting on how we are getting to the airport, etc.

Scott: (Point of Clarification) The Scholarships you spoke about the past two meetings, can you just repeat the due dates?

Emma: The due date has now been moved back to October 28th, um, and no one has applied to the SGA Internal Scholarship. It’s on HawkSync, we talked about it last week.

Arianna: (Point of Information) Who would you recommend to write you a recommendation for the SGA Internal Scholarship?

Emma; I will get back to you, I will bring this back to the committee. What happens with the letter of recommendation, however it was messy because some professors did not want you reading the letter before it being submitted, so now it is a form that they fill out, so in the scholarship you no longer have to have that letter of recommendation done when you submit your part of your scholarship. You just put the professor’s email and they will receive a form in which they can fill out regarding the student being recommended. Any other questions about the scholarship?

XII. ADJOURNMENT
Meeting is adjourned at 4:14 PM.

Respectfully Submitted by,

Jillian D. Royal
SGA Executive Secretary
Eduardo Martinez
SGA Temporary Clerk